The robust estimation of entanglement is key to the validation of implementations of quantum systems. On the one hand, the evaluation of standard entanglement measures, either using quantum tomography or using quantitative entanglement witnesses requires perfect implementation of measurements. On the other hand, measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses (MDIEWs) can certify entanglement of all entangled states using untrusted measurement devices. We show that MDIEWs can be used as well to quantify entanglement according to standard entanglement measures, and present a practical method to derive such witnesses using experimental data only.
Entanglement is a defining feature of quantum theory; entangled quantum systems have an advantage over classical systems in various contexts [1] , among which key distribution [2] , quantum computation [3] . Entanglement exists in various kinds; correspondingly, there exists a variety of entanglement measures to quantify it, even in the simplest case of bipartite quantum systems. All these measures satisfy the axioms detailed in [4] , mainly that entanglement does not increase under local operations coordinated by classical communication.
Some of these measures have an operational interpretation, such as the distillable entanglement [5] , the entanglement cost [6] , or the entanglement of formation [7] ; others can be interpreted geometrically as a distance with respect to the set of separable states, among which are the relative entropy of entanglement [8] or the robustness of entanglement [9, 10] ; finally, some measures are particularly easy to compute, such as the negativity [11] or the recent semidefinite upper bound on distillable entanglement [12] ; a summary is provided in the reviews [13, 14] . Note that the ease of computation is paramount when characterizing experimental realizations of quantum states; some of the entanglement measures can only be evaluated for highly symmetric states, or are NP-hard to compute [15] .
In practice, how do we quantify entanglement? Given an unknown bipartite quantum state, we can perform quantum tomography by conducting local measurements, reconstruct the density matrix and then evaluate any of the computable entanglement measures. While conceptually simple, this procedure suffers from two drawbacks. First, the reconstruction of a physical state by point-like estimators is always biased and can lead to overestimation of entanglement [16] . Second, imperfections in the measurement devices affect entanglement quantification, and also leads to false positives [17] . The first drawback can be reduced by using proper statistical testing or by linear evaluation [16] ; in the context of entanglement measures, this corresponds to the use of quantitative entanglement witnesses [18] . The second drawback motivated the creation of device-independent and measurement-device-independent methods.
Device-independent methods are built on the following observation. When the measurements on a bipartite quantum state are space-like separated, the presence of nonlocal correlations certifies the presence of entanglement, and the presence of nonlocal correlations can be tested by using Bell inequalities [19, 20] . Entanglement can even be quantified purely from the correlations [21] . However, device-independent methods have inherent limitations: they do not tolerate arbitrary losses or detection inefficiencies [20] and only entangled states with nonlocality can be detected [22] [23] [24] .
Measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses [25] (MDIEWs), based on the semiquantum games introduced in [26] , use a different set of assumptions. While the measurements need no longer be performed in a space-like separated manner [27] , the measurement devices are driven by quantum inputs whose preparation is trusted. These witnesses can certify the presence of entanglement in all entangled states, and have been experimentally verified [28] [29] [30] .
The maximal payoff of a MDIEW quantifies entanglement. In [31] , it was shown that a single MDIEW is sufficient to quantify negative-partial-transposition (NPT) entanglement. The measure thus defined has similar properties to the negativity [11] , but is not equivalent to it.
However, the question of quantifying entanglement in a measurement-device-independent manner using standard entanglement measures is still open. In the present work, we generalize the method introduced in our previous Letter [30] by constructing tailored MDIEWs that quantify entanglement. In contrast with earlier MDIEW constructions [25, 27, 31] , our approach work directly on the correlations without requiring prior knowledge about the experimental setup, and is robust against changes in the measurement basis or relabelings of measurement outcomes. Our method is fully general as the resulting MDIEWs can be constructed to provide lower bounds on any convex entanglement measure; moreover, the bound is tight when the measurement devices implement a gen-eralized Bell measurement. We implement the computations using conic linear programs, which can be efficiently handled by off-the-shelf interior-point solvers.
To demonstrate the general applicability of our method, we use the experimental data collected during our earlier experiment [30] , and compute lower bounds on the negativity, the absolute, random and generalized robustness of entanglement, and the semidefinite upper bound on distillable entanglement due to Wang and Duan [12] .
Our paper is structured as follows. In Section I, we recall the main definitions used in the construction of measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses and define formally their quantitative variant. In Section II, we compute a lower bound on the entanglement of a bipartite state using untrusted measurement devices, with a simple method applicable to tomographically complete sets of quantum inputs. We also describe optimal measurements that lead to a tight bound. In Section III, we formulate our method as a conic linear program, with two advantages: we relax the experimentally demanding requirement of tomographically complete sets of inputs, and we show how to extract quantitative entanglement witnesses from our formulation. Finally, we address in Section IV the implementations issues that arise when dealing with losses and noisy experimental data.
I. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN CLAIM
The semiquantum scenarios introduced by Buscemi [26] generalize the usual Bell scenarios 1 ( see FIG. 1a & 1b) . In (bipartite) Bell scenarios, the devices A and B receive measurement settings described by classical inputs x and y. The measurement outcomes a and b are also classical. In semiquantum scenarios, the devices receive quantum states ξ x and ψ y as inputs, taken from the indexed sets {ξ x } and {ψ y }, but the measurement outcomes are still classical.
In both Bell and semiquantum scenarios, the indices x and y are chosen at random. In semiquantum scenarios, however, we prepare the state ξ x (resp. ψ y ) from the index x (y), and send it to the measurement device. This state preparation is trusted: we assume that ξ x (ψ y ) is prepared exactly as specified (i.e. a single copy in the proper basis with the prescribed quantum dimension), and that the measurement device receives only the quantum input state ξ x (ψ y ) without the index x (y). The measurement devices A and B process these input states, possibly using a shared resource, and output a = 1 . . . n A and b = 1 . . . n B , respectively. We describe the behav-1 Any Bell scenario can be transformed in a semiquantum scenario by encoding the classical inputs into orthogonal quantum input states.
ior of the devices by the joint probability distribution P (ab|xy). Formally, we describe a semiquantum scenario S by the sets of quantum inputs {ξ x }, {ψ y } and the number n A , n B of measurement outcomes:
where the input states are described by density matrices ξ x ∈ Herm + (H X ) and ψ y ∈ Herm + (H Y ), with tr[ξ x ] = tr[ψ y ] = 1 for x = 1 . . . n X and y = 1 . . . n Y . We write Herm + (H) the set of positive semidefinite Hermitian operators (i.e. with nonnegative eigenvalues). In the study that follows, we assume a fixed scenario S (for example, {ξ x } and {ψ y } are the six eigenvalues of the Pauli operators | ± x , | ± y , | ± z and n A = n B = 4).
A. Resources in a semiquantum scenario
In the given semiquantum scenario S, we allow the devices A and B to access a particular type of resource and describe the behaviors they can exhibit. We first allow the devices A and B to share a quantum state ρ AB ∈ Herm + (H A ⊗ H B ), as in FIG. 1c. The measurement devices can perform a joint measurement on their part of ρ AB and their quantum input. The device A performs a joint measurement on H X ⊗ H A described by the POVM {A a }, while B performs a joint measurement on H B ⊗ H Y described by the POVM {B b }:
In the semiquantum setting, we do not restrict the dimension of ρ AB and make no particular assumptions about the measurements {A a } and {B b }. However, when A and B have only access to shared randomness, we obtain
where the local hidden variable λ, distributed according to p λ , selects local measurement operators Π In addition to shared randomness, we can allow A and B to communicate classical information, and write the resulting correlations P LOCC (ab|xy). While the mathematical characterization of the LOCC correlations is complicated [32] , a clever use of entanglement measures will allow us to avoid the problem in Section II. 
B. Measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses
Following [25] (albeit with opposite sign convention), we define measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses (MDIEWs) by coefficients β abxy , so that the expectation value
obeys the following requirements:
i. If A and B only have access to local operations and classical communication, then I P LOCC 0.
ii. We have I P Q > 0 when A and B share a particular entangled state ρ AB and perform specific joint measurements.
In the definition above, we wrote P ∈ R nAnBnXnY as a shorthand for P (ab|xy) by an enumeration of its coefficients. The robustness of our MDIEW rests on the relation I P LOCC 0, satisfied for any measurement strategy implemented by the devices, even allowing classical communication [27] .
C. Entanglement measures
We now construct quantitative MDIEWs. Definition 1. Given entanglement measure E, a measurement-device-independent entanglement witness (MDIEW) β abxy is a quantitative MDIEW when its expectation value (4) provides a lower bound on the entanglement of the state ρ AB shared by the devices:
for all states ρ AB and measurements {A a }, {B b }.
Our construction applies to any entanglement measure E that satisfies the following axioms:
i. The entanglement measured by E cannot increase under LOCC operations (axioms M1 and M2 of [4] ).
ii. E is convex (axiom M3.b of [4] ).
iii. E is dimension independent, that is, embedding ρ AB in a higher-dimensional Hilbert space does not change the amount of entanglement; for separable σ A B ∈ Sep (H A : H B ):
The second requirement allows the use of convex solvers to compute entanglement. The third requirement allows the interpretation of E as an entanglement measure when the dimension of ρ AB is unknown. We list below common entanglement measures and the axioms they satisfy.
i. ii. iii. Negativity [11] Absolute robustness [9] Generalized robustness [10] Random robustness [9] Upper bound on distillable ent. [12] ?
To simplify our presentation, we require E to be invariant under global transposition 2 :
and extend the domain of validity of E to unnormalized states:
so that E (αρ AB ) = α E (ρ AB ) for α 0.
D. Main claim: quantitative MDIEWs
We come to our main claim: these quantitative MDIEWs are easily obtained using conic linear programming [33] , starting only from the description S of the semiquantum scenario (1) and the observations P (ab|xy). Namely, a lower bound on a given entanglement measure E (ρ AB ) comes from the optimal solution ν * = min ν of following program:
where {Π ab } is a POVM that effectively describes the behavior of the untrusted devices in the setup. In Section II, we show that these POVM elements are proportional to states that can be recovered from the setup, such that the objective function computes the average entanglement in the recovered ensemble, and is thus a proper lower bound on E(ρ AB ). Reformulating slighlty (9) in Section III, we demonstrate that the dual variables β abxy in its numerical solution [34, 35] form a quantitative MDIEW 3 . The program (9) stays valid when the sets of inputs are not tomographically complete. Moreover, it can be adapted when measurements are not available for all input pairs (x, y); in that case, we simply omit the corresponding equality constraints.
II. ENTANGLEMENT IN SEMIQUANTUM SCENARIOS
We now show how to compute a lower bound on the entanglement present in ρ AB from observable correlations P (ab|xy) when the sets of inputs {ξ x } and {ψ y } are tomographically complete. To do so, we describe the untrusted part of the semiquantum setup as an effective POVM (II A), and then show that its elements are proportional to bipartite states that can be extracted from the setup (II B). The average entanglement of the recovered ensemble provides a lower bound on the entanglement of ρ AB (II C). We show that the bound is tight when the measurement devices implement Bell measurements (II D). 3 It it similar to the use of linear programming to check the (non)locality of given correlations; the dual variables provide the particular Bell inequality violated by those correlations [20, 36, 37] .
In a semiquantum setup, the measurement devices A and B share the state ρAB as a resource, and each device performs a joint measurement on the quantum input it receives and part of ρAB. If we see the whole unknown part as a black box, its proper quantum description is that of an effective distributed POVM {Π ab }. b) As we have no experimental access to ρAB, we quantify the entanglement present by extracting quantum states from the black box using a (virtual) LOCC protocol.
A. Semiquantum setups as effective POVMs
For all purposes, our source and measurement devices act together as a black box, distributed between two laboratories A and B. In each laboratory, the black box receives quantum inputs in H X (resp. H Y ) and produces the classical outputs a (b); such a system is a joint measurement (FIG. 2a) , which we describe using an effective
(10) so that Eq. (2) writes:
For simplicity, we assume in the present Section that the sets of inputs are tomographically complete, so that the effective POVM {Π ab } is completely specified by the linear inversion of Eq. (11) -in a sense, a semiquantum experiment performs quantum tomography [38] of an unknown distributed measurement. This requirement will be relaxed in Section III.
B. Recovering states from the black box
We consider the recovery of bipartite states µ ab from the measurement {Π ab } by local quantum operations. For that purpose, we produce maximally entangled states (FIG. 2b) locally in each laboratory. The first maximally entangled state |ϕ CX is produced near the input of the device A, between a reference subsystem H C and the input subsystem H X . The second maximally entangled state |ϕ YD is produced near the input of the device B, between the input subsystem H Y and a reference subsystem H D . The space H C (resp. H D ) is isomorphic to
. We define, in the computational basis:
Outside the black box (and ρ AB ), no initial entanglement is present in |ϕ CX ⊗ |ϕ YD between the devices A and B, across the CX/YD boundary. After performing the measurement {Π ab }, we obtain the post-measurement states µ ab with probability p ab :
where the transpose is done with respect to the computational basis. We name those µ ab the (virtual) recovered states of the measurement {Π ab }.
C. Entanglement lower bound from recovered states
Let us look at the whole process again, including operations performed inside the black box. We start with a bipartite state ρ AB . In the laboratory A, we produce a state |ϕ CX , which is jointly measured with part of ρ AB using the POVM {A a } implemented by the measurement device. The outputs of this process are the classical measurement outcome a and a quantum state in H C . In laboratory B, the same happens with the production of |ϕ DY , the measurement of {B b }. The outputs are the classical outcome b and a quantum state in H D .
This process is a LOCC operation in the sense of [4] , that transforms the state ρ AB into the ensemble {p ab , µ ab } (an ensemble is a set of states with ascribed probabilities). Such LOCC operations do not increase the entanglement on average [4] . Consequently, the average entanglement of the ensemble {p ab , µ ab }, which we write ν * , is a lower bound on the entanglement of ρ AB :
An alternative formulation is obtained by substituting (13) into (14) using requirements (7) and (8):
This last equation is particularly useful as the observations P (ab|xy) provide directly the POVM elements {Π ab }. We do not claim that our process provides optimal recovered states µ ab (and thus optimal ν * ). However, it always provides a lower bound on the entanglement of ρ AB . In certain circumstances, this bound is tight; in particular, when the devices A and B implement optimal measurements {A a }, {B b } as we see below.
D. Optimal measurements in semiquantum scenarios
Consider a semiquantum scenario where the parties use a bipartite quantum state ρ AB as in the correlations (2) . Under which conditions can our procedure detect and quantify entanglement optimally? Sufficient conditions are provided below.
Assume that ρ AB is tested in a semiquantum scenario S with tomographically complete sets of inputs Y measurement outcomes corresponding to projections on maximally entangled states. Then, the correlations P (ab|xy) lead to a tight bound ν * = E (ρ AB ) for any entanglement measure E in (14).
Proof. See Appendix A.
Thus, experimental implementations should strive to implement generalized Bell measurements. While our method is robust against imperfections in the devices, so that overestimation never happens, eventual imperfections can lead to a lower estimation ν * < E (ρ AB ). The construction presented in this Section can be related to previous works, see Appendix F for a discussion. Note that other constructions of quantitative MDIEWs may well be possible, in which case other measurements could be optimal.
III. QUANTIFYING ENTANGLEMENT BY CONIC PROGRAMMING
We now prove our main claim (9) in two steps. First, we consider the case where full tomographic data about the setup is not available; then we have to apply the construction of Section II by minimizing our bound over all feasible effective POVMs, which is a conic linear program. Then, we show that the dual of that program provides a quantitative MDIEW.
A. Computing bounds from incomplete data
We now consider semiquantum scenarios where the sets of inputs {ξ x }, {ψ y } are not necessarily complete. To reduce the experimental requirements, we also allow incomplete data: say, P (ab|xy) is only available for the pairs of indices (x, y) ∈ I for a set I. Then, the tomography equation (11) leads to a set of possible solutions {Π ab }. We get a lower bound ν * on the entanglement by considering the worst case scenario in (15) :
where the minimization is done over the possible POVMs {Π ab } that satisfy (11), along with the dummy variables
is easily verified to be a convex cone (see Appendix C).
We thus obtain the conic linear form of the program (9) presented in our introductory claim:
Entanglement quantification conic linear program (primal)
In a semiquantum scenario S, we can solve this program for the observations P (ab|xy), obtain the optimal value ν * which is a lower bound on the entanglement present in ρ AB . Ready-to-use formulations ofÊ corresponding to various entanglement measures are provided in Appendix C, in a form that can be directly entered into the toolboxes CVX [39] and YALMIP [40] .
As part of the solution of the above program, we get the optimal value of the dual variables β * abxy corresponding to the equality constraints. Their interpretation as a quantitative MDIEW is explained below.
B. Quantitative MDIEW from the dual solution
We now examine how to recover a quantitative MDIEW from the dual program of (19), using the correspondence described in Appendix B: ii. The dual constraints depend on the definition of the semiquantum scenario (including the input sets {ξ x }, {ψ y }) but not on the coefficients P (ab|xy).
iii. The coefficients P (ab|xy) are only present in the objective of the dual program.
Now let β abxy be any feasible solution of the dual program (20) , not necessarily optimal. We claim it is a quantitative MDIEW. To prove this claim, observe that β abxy is a feasible solution of (20) regardless of the observations P (ab|xy) -for a given scenario and entanglement measure. As a feasible solution, I ( P ) = abxy β abxy P (ab|xy) is a lower bound over the maximum value of the dual program. By duality (see (B3) in Appendix B), I ( P ) is a lower bound over the optimum of the primal program and thus a valid lower bound on E (ρ AB ). In particular, this proves our earlier claim made in [30] , see Appendix E for details.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
The procedure described in Section III works perfectly when the observations P (ab|xy) correspond exactly to the ideal quantum mechanical description of Eq. (2) . In this Section, we deal with the following practical issues. First, the observations P (ab|xy) are usually frequencies estimated from a finite number of samples, and are thus affected by statistical noise. Second, while MDIEWs are robust against losses, these losses affect the interpretation of ν * as an entanglement measure. Finally, we recall that our MDIEWs are robust against classical communication between the devices, so that the measurements do not need to be performed in a spacelike separate manner.
A. Dealing with noisy data
The observed frequencies P obs (ab|xy) only approximate the true quantum distribution P Q (ab|xy), and thus two problems can appear when recovering the effective POVM elements {Π ab } from Eq. (11). The first problem appears when {Π ab } is not a proper POVM because one of its elements Π ab has a negative eigenvalue; the corresponding µ ab is not positive semidefinite, which makes our program (9) infeasible. The second problem appears when the set of observed inputs has a linear dependency of the form:
for nonzero coefficients α xy (this happens, for example, when {ξ x }, {ψ y } contain the six qubit states | ± x , | ± y , | ± z ). Then, the linear system (11) is consistent only when (x,y)∈I α xy P (ab|xy) = 0 -which, of course, is never the case when dealing with noisy data. Our conic programs not only quantify the entanglement, but also return a quantitative MDIEW, which enables linear evaluation of the desired entanglement measure. We thus recommend a procedure in two steps. In the first step, we work either from simulated data or a first batch of observations P test (ab|xy). We find the closest consistent probability distribution P reg (ab|xy) using a distance such as the Kullback-Leibler divergence or the Euclidean norm. For example, the Euclidean norm minimization corresponds to the program:
Regularization semidefinite program
which can be formulated as a semidefinite program [41] ; see also [42] for a formulation of KL-divergence minimization using convex cones. We use the regularized distribution P reg (ab|xy) in the program (9), from which we obtain an estimation of the lower bound on entanglement ν * and a quantitative MDIEW β abxy . As the estimate ν * is obtained using regularized data, it can exhibit bias [16] or lead to overestimation of entanglement. In other words, the quantitative MDIEW β abxy possibly fits the statistical fluctuations on this first set of data. The problem is easily avoided by evaluating this MDIEW on a second distribution P exp (ab|xy) coming from a fresh set of observations without applying any regularization: this corresponds to parameter estimation by linear evaluation, as advocated in [16] .
B. Robustness against losses
The certification of entanglement using MDIEWs is robust against losses or events when no state is produced: we simply consider "no particle detected" as one of the possible measurement outcomes (here, we use convention a = 0 or b = 0 for that outcome), and thus false positives never occur.
Isotropic losses
MDIEWs exhibit a stronger property when the losses do not depend on the inputs (x, y). In that case, even arbitrary high losses do not introduce false negatives. More precisely, we consider correlations with isotropic losses, which have the form P γ (ab|xy) = γP ideal (ab|xy) + (1 − γ)P γ ∅ (ab|xy), (23) where P ideal always registers a detection ( ab≥1 P ideal (ab|xy) = 1), while P γ ∅ (whose form can depend on γ) always registers a nondetection in at least one outcome a, b:
Such distributions can model nondetections due to probabilistic state preparation, losses in transmission and detection inefficiencies, provided those are not correlated with the measurement basis.
If any entanglement can be detected using our method when γ = 1, then P ideal corresponds to an effective POVM with some of the recovered states µ ideal,ab entangled for a, b 1; and ν * ideal = ab p ideal,ab E (µ ideal,ab ) > 0. When γ → 0, the corresponding recovered states are still µ γ,ab = µ ideal,ab by linearity of (23) and (11), but the coefficient p γ,ab = γp ideal,ab is rescaled accordingly. Thus, we obtain:
which is positive for any γ > 0. Thus, we can always certify the presence of entanglement when dealing with losses of the form (23). However, ν * γ corresponds to the average entanglement that can be recovered from the semiquantum devices, it is proportional to the probability of a conclusive event (a, b 1). This is not surprising: we observe a similar phenomenon when estimating the entanglement in a state with a high "vacuum" component, such as:
where ρ 1 = |11 + 22 11 + 22|/2, whose entanglement has upper bound proportional to γ by convexity: E(ρ γ ) ≤ γE(ρ 1 ).
Quantifying entanglement after local filtering
In some applications, we want to quantify entanglement after discarding inconclusive events, for example in an experiment involving continuous-wave-pumped sources where events are only recorded when successful detection occurs. If we postselect on conclusive events, the reported figure of merit needs to be interpreted carefully [43] : while entanglement measures are monotonic under LOCC operations, they are not monotonic after postselection (SLOCC). After such postselection, the quantity we estimate corresponds to the amount of entanglement E SLOCC (ρ AB ) after possible local filtering [44, 45] : (27) and
Still, filtering/postselection can only increase the amount of entanglement within some limitations. For example, the negativity of qubit Werner states cannot be increased by SLOCC [46, 47] .
By construction, the extraction of the recovered state µ ab , postselected on (a, b), is a state that can be obtained from ρ AB by SLOCC (FIG. 2b) . Thus:
and we directly obtain a lower bound on E SLOCC from the µ ab .
When the total number of events is unknown
In our previous experimental work [30] , we obtained the number of conclusive events N (abxy) for the outcomes a, b 1, while the number of inconclusive events N (∅xy) was unknown. In these inconclusive events, we collect under the notation "∅" all outcomes with at least one of a, b = 0. Now, we cannot simply ignore the inconclusive events as is usually done under the assumption of fair-sampling:
because we cannot assume that the number of conclusive events is the same regardless of the input pair, as we make no assumptions about the measurement devices. However, when the experiment is run for all input pairs (x, y) with constant efficiency and duration, we have N (xy) = N (∅xy) + ab N (abxy) = N * constant. The true value of N * is unknown, however it satisfies N * ab N (abxy). We can set it to its lower bound:
so that:
represents a guess that only differs from the true distribution P (ab|xy) by a constant factor (for ab ≥ 1):
The effective POVM {Π ab } differs from {Π ab } by the same constant factor, thus our guessP (ab|xy) leads to the same recovered statesμ ab as the true P (ab|xy) for a, b 1. We now write: (33) and observe that ν can be computed using our conic linear program (19) with the subnormalized dataP (ab|xy) for a, b 1; then ν is a lower bound on E SLOCC (ρ AB ).
C. Robustness against classical communication
In Section II B, we defined our bound ν with respect to the entanglement production capacity of the effective POVM {Π ab }, which in turn provides a lower bound on the entanglement of the shared state ρ AB . These bounds hold because entanglement measures are monotonic under local operations, also when allowing local communication (LOCC). Thus, our quantitative MDIEWs are robust against classical communication. This eases the experimental requirements as the measurements do not need to be performed in a spacelike separated manner.
What about quantum communication between the devices? Indeed, the device A could transmit its quantum input to the device B, and then the joint measurement can be performed in a single device with the outcome a transmitted back to A. In that case however, the violation of our MDIEW shows the existence of a quantum channel that preserves entanglement; and this channel can also be used to establish an entangled state between A and B (we will consider the characterization of quantum channels using measurement-device-independent witnesses in another work [48] ).
D. Experimental application
We now come back to the experimental observations of our previous Letter [30] , where we obtained data sets for a Werner state:
for λ between 0.29 and 0.94. Each data set contains the event counts N (abxy) for conclusive events, from which we estimate the frequenciesP (ab|xy) according to the procedure described in Eq. (31) . We construct a quantitative MDIEW for the following entanglement measures: the negativity, the absolute, generalized and random robustness, and the semidefinite upper bound on entanglement distillation. For each entanglement measure, we take the frequenciesP (ab|xy) for the Bell state fraction λ = 0.94 and compute the regularized distribution P reg (ab|xy) using (22) . We finally run the conic program using CVX [39] and Mosek [49] on P reg to obtain ν * and the dual variables β abxy corresponding to a quantitative MDIEW. We then evaluate abxy β abxyP (ab|xy) = β ·P for all the data sets without applying regularization. We present the results in FIG. 3 , illustrating the versatility of our method. Construction and evaluation of several entanglement measures on the experimental observations described in [30] . The points correspond to the values obtained by the evaluation of the MDIEW β ·P directly on the estimated frequencies, while the continuous line corresponds to the entanglement present in the ideal Werner state (34) . DUB is the upper bound on distillable entanglement due to Wang and Duan [12] , and all the entanglement measures are described in Appendix C.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a practical method to construct quantitative measurement-device-independent entanglement witnesses purely from observational data, corresponding to lower bounds on well-known convex computable entanglement measures. In particular, we proved the validity of earlier claims [30] related to the quantification of negativity using a resource efficient MDIEW implementation.
Compared to earlier approaches, our method does not prescribe a particular measurement basis, does not require tomographically complete sets of inputs, or even data for all input pairs. As with other MDIEW constructions, our witnesses are robust against imperfections in the measurement devices and against classical communication, so that measurements do not need to be space-like separated.
Our numerical implementations correspond to conic linear programs, whose formulations are inspired by the disciplined convex programming approach [50] , where convex functions are encapsulated in components. We identified the relevant components for the quantification of entanglement, the convex cones corresponding to entanglement measures, and presented recipes for the evaluation of main convex entanglement measures. While we applied these formulations in semiquantum scenarios, they easily translate to other scenarios, for example device-independent entanglement quantification [21] or entanglement quantification in steering scenarios [51] . While we focused on the bipartite case, our results can be extended to the multipartite case, using the corresponding distributed effective POVM {Π abc... } and characterizing the type of entanglement present in the recovered states µ abc... . In the future, we would like to complete our library of recipes by adding more computable convex measures, for example by including the semidefinite formulations presented in [52] .
The construction presented in this paper rests on the extraction of entangled states from an effective POVM with entangled elements; we prove that our construction is optimal when the measurement devices perform a generalized Bell measurement. Other constructions for MDIEWs likely exist, as hinted at by the existence of POVMs with separable elements that nevertheless require entanglement to be performed [ Note added While completing our manuscript, we became aware of related work [54] also considering the quantification of entanglement in measurement-deviceindependent scenarios. where
and U a , V b are unitary operators for a = 1 . . . n A and b = 1 . . . n B . As the sets of inputs are tomographically complete, the correlations P (ab|xy) are in one-to-one correspondence to this effective POVM {Π ab }. The effective POVM elements (10) are:
and the recovered states are (13):
In the above, we wrote U † for the conjugate transpose and U for the complex conjugate of U . Then, as any entanglement measure is invariant under local unitaries, E(µ ab ) = E (ρ AB ); when the devices implement full Bell measurements on n A = d (14) is tight: ν * = E (ρ AB ).
Appendix B: Conic linear programs
Linear [20] and semidefinite [56, 57] programs are widely used in quantum information, and are part of the larger family of conic linear programs [33] . In their standard form, we write:
Conic linear programming problem
Primal Dual
where K is a convex cone with dual cone
with A ∈ R m×n , b ∈ R m and c ∈ R n . In this formulation, x is a real vector; the cone of semidefinite positive complex or real matrices is handled by a representing these matrices over a real basis. The problem is fully specified by the data A, b, c and the structure of the cone K. The optimal solution is given by the pair ( x * , y * ), and p * = c x * and d * = b y * are respectively the primal and dual objective. Weak duality states that
always holds. However, when the problem is strictly feasible (Slater condition), a stronger statement holds (strong duality):
The formulations presented in the Appendices C and D maintain strict feasibility, and we always have p
The conic linear form allows us to hide eventual complexities in the formulation. The definition of K can include additional equality constraints E x = 0, the declaration of additional variables (for example, when projecting semidefinite cones [58] ); as long as the set K thus represented is a cone, the interpretation of (B1) as a primaldual pair holds. In particular, the dual objective only depends on the dual variables associated with the primal constraint A x = b; and in the dual problem, b is only present in the objective.
Numerical solvers handle generally a cone K = K 1 × K 2 . . . × K p that is the Cartesian product of basic supported cones. For example, SeDuMi [34] , SDPT3 [35] and Mosek [49] handle nonnegative, second order and semidefinite cones, while SCS [59] also supports exponential and power cones. However, the finer details of the reformulation can be delegated to a toolbox such as YALMIP [40] or CVX [39] . These libraries allow the construction of a conic linear program using standard mathematical notation, and handle the transformation to the solver canonical input form automatically. After handing a reformulated problem to the solver, these libraries transform back the solver output into the solution of the original problem.
Our entanglement measure cones are convenient mathematical objects which are not supported directly by YALMIP and CVX. We thus present in Appendix C and D formulations that are directly compatible with these libraries. All the cones and conic linear programs presented in the Appendices map directly to the primal form of (B1).
Appendix C: Recipes: cones for entanglement measures
Let E be an entanglement measure satisfying axioms i and ii of Section I C, whose the domain of validity has been extended to unnormalized states (8) . We verify that E defined in (18) is a convex cone [41] . We write:
Let us consider (ω 1 , ρ 1 ), (ω 2 , ρ 2 ) ∈Ê and θ 1 , θ 2 0; we need to show that (
, and using convexity of E:
All the measures mentioned in the main text use semidefinite cones, as already noted by various authors [12, 21, 60, 61] . Building upon the conic linear form detailed in Appendix B, we provide below practical recipes to construct entanglement measure cones. These formulations are inspired by the epigraph representations [62] used in disciplined convex programming, and can be entered using the standard syntax of YALMIP [40] and CVX 5 [39] . Our formulations always extend the domain of validity of the measures to unnormalized states.
Below, we have ρ AB ∈ Herm + (A⊗B) for Hilbert spaces
Note that the element (ω, 1 A ⊗1 B ) is always in the interior ofÊ for ω > 0, and thus our formulations preserve strict feasibility.
Negativity
The negativity E NEG was proposed as a computable entanglement measure by Vidal and Werner [11] . The negativity is convex (but not the logarithmic negativity [63] ) and dimension independent [14] . For normalized states tr[ρ] = 1:
which corresponds to the absolute value of the sum of the negative eigenvalues of ρ A .
Inspired by [21] , we obtain a formulation using semidefinite cones by splitting ρ A = σ + + (−σ − ), such that σ ± are both semidefinite positive. Then E NEG (ρ) ≤ tr[σ − ], and the bound is tight when σ ± have together the same eigenvalues as ρ A . We obtain:
5 CVX has a particularly convenient syntax for the formulation of convex sets through cvx begin set sdp.
Negativity coneÊ NEG
We satisfy (ω, ρ) ∈Ê NEG iff there exists ω ∈ R + , ρ, σ
Robustness measures
Vidal and Tarrach [9] considered the robustness of ρ relative to τ defined as:
where Sep (A : B) is the cone of separable operators described in Appendix D. When d 6, this cone is exactly described by the PPT criterion [64] (see (D2). When d > 6, we replace Sep(A : B) by one of the outer approximations (D3), which provides an outer approximation of the entanglement measure cone. When used in a conic linear program to quantify entanglement, we get a lower bound on the exact value. From numerical evidence, we conjecture that the first level of approximation is always sufficient for the evaluation of these measures on pure states. In Eq. (C5), we dropped the normalization factor 1/(1 + s) as the separable cone is scale invariant.
Several entanglement measures can be constructed from the robustness, depending on the constraints on τ . By using a conic form and matching the original definition for tr[ρ] = 1, we extend automatically the domain of validity to tr[ρ] = 1.
a. Random robustness
The random robustness [9] E RR minimizes R(ρ τ ) with respect to τ = 1/d the maximally random state. It is not dimension independent.
Random robustness coneÊ RR
We satisfy (ω, ρ) ∈Ê RR iff there exists ω 0
b. Absolute robustness
The absolute robustness [9] E AR is defined in a similar way; however, the minimization of the robustness is done over all separable states Sep(A : B). It is dimension independent. In the formulation below, we substituted tau = sτ in the definition (C5).
Absolute robustness coneÊ AR
We satisfy
(C7)
c. Generalized robustness
The generalized robustness is a variant introduced by Steiner [10] , and minimizes the robustness over all states. It is dimension independent.
Generalized robustness coneÊ GR
We satisfy (ω, ρ) ∈Ê GR iff there exists ω ∈ R + ρ, τ ∈ Herm + (A ⊗ B)
σ ∈ Sep(A : B)
such that ω = tr [τ ] ρ + τ = σ .
(C8)
Semidefinite upper bound on distillable entanglement (DUB)
Another entanglement measure computable using semidefinite cones was recently introduced by Wang and Duan [12] . It provides an upper bound on the entanglement of distillation by LOCC [13] .
DUB coneÊ DUB
We satisfy (ω, ρ) ∈Ê DUB iff there exists ω ∈ R + ρ, U, V, σ ∈ Herm + (A ⊗ B)
Note that the entanglement measure is not given directly by ω, rather by log 2 ω. From numerical observations, we conjecture that it is dimension independent. 
The set of separable states has nonempty interior [9] , and the same holds for Sep(A : B). Thus our formulations maintain strict feasibility. For higher dimensions, the characterization of Sep(A : B) is hard [15, 65, 66] . We use the semidefinite hierarchy proposed by Doherty et al. [56] which represents a family of larger cones S k (A : B) converging to Sep(A : B) for k → ∞. These formulations still satisfy the framework of Appendix B. For a symmetric extension involving k = 2 copies, with PPT constraints:
Separable cone (outer approximation) S 2 (A : B)
We satisfy ρ ∈ S 3 (A : (D3) where B is isomorphic to B and Π BB is the swap operator between B and B .
We saw in Section II that a semiquantum setup is best described as a distributed quantum measurement. A previous study of the quantity of entanglement present in a nonlocal measurement was done by Bandyopadhyay et al. [67] . The authors defined the entanglement cost E C ({Π ab }), which is the minimal amount of entanglement required to perform the measurement (single round) on top of local operations and classical communication. We note that E C is a lower bound on the entanglement E (ρ AB ) of the shared quantum state, as ρ AB can be used to implement {Π ab } in our description.
Second, the entanglement production capacity E P ({Π ab }) is the amount by which the measurement {Π ab } can increase the entanglement between A and B, averaged over all measurement outcomes. The value of E P depends on the particular states used as inputs in the recovery protocol, and would have to be maximized over all possibilities. In Section II, we described a particular protocol that produces the states µ ab with average entanglement ν * in Eq. (15). As we did not optimize over all recovery protocols, ν * is a lower bound on the entanglement production capacity E P . Then, as LOCC operations cannot increase entanglement, the entanglement production capacity is a lower bound on the entanglement cost:
and the bound holds even if the devices are allowed classical communication. The question of obtaining better bounds for E C remains open.
All entangled quantum states are nonlocal
The construction in Section II is closely related to the pioneering paper by Buscemi [26] on semiquantum games. Specifically, let us look at the Proposition 1 of [26] . We consider the state σ ∈ Herm + (H A ⊗ H B ), and the effective POVM Π σ = {Π ab } obtained by using
